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LTditorS note. The page proofs of Professor Iglehart’r; paper, sent to 
him in error by surface mail, arrived at Stanford two man hs after inail- 
ing% To avoid further delay in the appearance of the fir!;t issue, the 
Publisher took the liberty of correcting proof, thereby depriving 
Professor Iglehart of the opportunity to remove some printing errors 
and to make necessary changes and additions” 
p. 11. 1. 4 
p. 11,l. 7 
p* 11,l. 14 
p, 11.1, 15 
p, 13,l. 18 
of Statistics” shoukl read “Department 1~ f 
“superpositive” should read “su rerposi tion”. 
“m,” should read “q”” 
ould read “processes”. 
Delete “eq .” 
“iN”” should read “NM’” 
at ive comIronents” sh(:luld read “non-ne 
integer-valued components”. 
f.f is bounded, measurable, iand continlaous 
ntinuous a.e., and 
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1. 16, 
Car. 2.3 ‘“ls bounded and measurable” should read “‘is bounde 
clontinuous a.e., and measurable”. 
p. 17, 
, 0a-z 1, 
p. l&l. 2 Delete “ ue to tiggett and Ros6n”. 
p. l&,1. 15 “sequence” should read “seq rrences”. 
p. ‘19,l. 3 SIhould read ‘?‘, j an5 V, and c$(s--0, t-4 is continuous a.e. 
(Lebesgue) for all 0 < s < d s< 1. t 
p. 22,1. 10 The second integral should read ” $ “. 
0 
p. 24, 1. 8 “a ouSd read ‘?I > +99*x 
p. 24,1. 24 “a;,t 1) + F’(t)” should read “Fn(t) =-+ 1C’(t)“. 
p. 27,l. 2 “has transition probabilities’” should reald “has standard 
transition probabilities”. 
p. 28,l. 6/7 Should read “We assume thalt H” satisfies 
W(t) - W(s) < K(t -s)“, where ~1 > 3.“. 
p. 28,l. 8 Should read “ThLen k = 1, ml = 1 9 and Y(t) . ..“. 
P* 2% 
last line Add “See [ 31 for further disc ssion of this example.99 
p. 3 1,l. 2 The last factor should read “ ([to(U) -- p(t)]4)“. 
p* 31, 
ref. [6] Should read “B.V. Gnedenko and A.W. Kolmogor 
distributions for sums of independent random var 
(Addison-Wesle:y, Reading, Mass., !i969).” 
